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The Bengal cat is highly active. They love to play, are constantly moving around and love to be busy. The
Bengal cat is a beautiful, medium to large size, athletic cat. This medium to large breed is powerful and
muscular while retaining the grace and beauty of their jungle cat ancestors. They range in weight from pounds
and males are usually larger than females. They are an athletic breed that, much like an actual leopard, looks
like it belongs in the jungle. Bengals, while quite beautiful, are not dainty in the least. They have short ears
and large, striking green eyes. It will look like you have a jungle cat walking around your living room. But,
even if you love to decorate in leopard print, there is far more to the Bengal cat than their unique spotted
appearance. Their nature may not lend them to being the most snuggly of cats but, they do make great pets.
Even if the Bengal is not a "lap cat", it is still very friendly and very entertaining! Their playful nature,
combined with their athletic ability as well as their intelligence, makes for a cat that can be easily taught
creative and astonishing tricks. The Bengal cat, with its unique "leopard" appearance, is not only a great
family companion but is quite independent as well. While you may see their extraordinary coat and think that
is what makes the Bengal unique, their personality is fascinating in its own right. Playful and highly
intelligent, the Bengal makes for a wonderful and very loyal companion. The Bengal is actually quite the
chatterbox. They are not afraid to let you know they are hungry or looking for you. They are wonderful pets
and are great with children as well. They love to play and be silly, especially splashing around in water and
sometimes you may just be surprised when they pop up in the shower with you. While fully domestic cats,
some of their personality traits are very "wild. They love games of all sorts and are astonishingly adept at
learning new tricks. They will enjoy any challenge or trick you throw at them and you may very well be
astounded at just what they can do. These domestic cats are sure to be a walk on the wild side for any owner.
Weekly brushing and nail trimming will keep the Bengal looking beautiful. Bengal cats look like little
leopards and have beautiful and unique coats. Their coat is short and luxurious and they are sure to stand out
in a crowd as their look is unique to the Bengal breed. Their spotted or marbled coat boasts many different
background shades accented by highly contrasting and interesting horizontal patterns. Some Bengals have
dark, beautiful rosettes on their coat. Some Bengals even have a "glitter" coat which means their coat appears
to sparkle due to a unique sheen. Their coats can take on a range of looks including brown tabby, seal mink
tabby, black silver tabby, and seal silver lynx point. If you are looking for a hypoallergenic cat then the Bengal
cat is a great candidate. They produce less of the Fel D1 protein which is the true cause for your allergic
reaction. The Bengal cat breed has a history that dates back to The Bengal breed is developed through the
crossing of an Asian Leopard Cat with a domestic breed. The crossing of the two breeds brings about an
exotic, "wild cat" look to a domesticated house cat. The companion was a domestic cat and, the two
surprisingly produced a litter in Typically, breeding a domestic and wild cat produces offspring that are
infertile, but this litter produced fertile female offspring. One of the female offspring, Kin-Kin was later mated
with her father, and produced two offspring. Jean Mill had to abandon the breeding of wild and domestic cats
when she was suddenly widowed in And thus, the beginning of the Bengal breed had to be sidelined as Ms.
Mill was no longer able to take on the project. But, in , a geneticist named Dr. Willard Centerwell began to
breed wild and domestic cats because he was interested in studying feline leukemia. Research was showing
that Asian Leopard Cats were resistant to feline leukemia. After the study was completed, Dr. Centerwell gave
some of his kittens to Jean Mill in , after remarrying, and Jean Mill began to breed Bengal cats again. Mill had
the females needed for breeding from Dr. Centerwell and began a search for suitable males. One male, an
orange short haired domestic cat, traveled all the way from India to be bred. The other male bred with the
females Mill had was a spotted brown tabby that Mill had found in a local shelter. It took many generations of
breeding to get the Bengal cat that we know today. Generations into breeding now produces sweet tempered,
more predictable breeds that are more suitable for living with people. While Jean Mill and Dr. Centerwell
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were fascinated with the idea of breeding wild and domestic cats, that has not been the case with many in the
cat fancy community. The Cat Fanciers Association or CFA does not recognize the breed as they are not
supporters of breeding wild and domestic cats. The Bengal is considered to be a "wild cat by the CFA and
therefore does not accept it for registration. This means that they will also not accept them for shows either.
While the CFA may not support the Bengal breed, other associations do.
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This breed of house pet is both beautiful and unique. Caring for a Bengal cat is different in several respects
than for ordinary domestic shorthair cats. We have owned a Bengal, but its inherently wild nature, combined
with our busy lives resulted in a cat that was bored and longed to be outside. Once Romeo got more freedom,
it was hard to convince him to come back into the house. First, they are quite smart and entertaining. Second,
they are remarkably healthy and require little, if any grooming. Finally, they are actually more dog-like in
nature than other domestic breeds. Bengals will walk on a leash, love to be trained, they love to take baths and
play fetch! The beauty of the domestic Bengal cat is simply undeniable. Keep reading to learn more about this
breed and how to care for a Bengal cat. When the coat of a Bengal cat does not come out at show quality,
some Bengal kittens may be available at a much reduced price. Be sure to research ahead of time to purchase
only from a reputable Bengal cat breeder. This person or organization will provide a written health guarantee,
can demonstrate optimum cattery conditions, and should belong to professional associations. Better yet, check
to see if there are Bengal cat rescue organizations in the area. Volunteers are usually quite knowledgeable
about the breed. Take added pleasure in knowing that you adopted a rescue cat. The Bengal breed is fully
domesticated, although it was originally bred from a cross between an Asian Leopard Cat a small, wild cat that
lives in forests and a "regular" domestic cat breed such as Abyssinian, American Shorthair, or Burmese. Now,
only its markings are wild-looking. Despite their name, Bengal cats are not related to Bengal Tigers. They are
not unusually large, wild or dangerous. Heritage is one aspect of Bengal cats. Not only do they generally have
beautiful, velvet-soft coats, but they are more active, affectionate and engaged than other domesticated cats. If
you want the ease of cat ownership with the companionship of a dog, consider this breed. Compared with
ordinary domestic cats, Bengal cats differ in the following ways, which means that you must approach caring
for this breed in a unique manner: Bengal cats are "made" differently than their other domestic cat cousins.
The shape of their face and their ears have an exotic appearance. They are generally stronger and more athletic
than other cat breeds, too. A cat that loves to play in water or even swim? Yet, Bengal cats are renowned for
their love of the water. They may even jump into the bathtub or shower with you! These cats are high energy!
Plus they are extremely bright and engaging. Forget what you might think about lazy cats, lounging around all
day. If you are thinking about getting a Bengal cat, be sure to plan to engage them so they do not get bored
and potentially destructive! This is my favorite trait of the Bengal cat. They are very affectionate, friendly and
loyal. Not your typical affective pet. A Bengal will greet you and interact with you much like a dog. Bengals
are very trainable because they are smart, agile and loyal. Just watch the first video above. Can you believe a
cat that can be trained to roll over, walk on hind legs and heel next to its owner? One look at a Bengal and you
know you are seeing an exotic cat breed. Their amazingly soft coat is adorned with "wild markings" such as
rosettes, sots and stripes. Information on the Bengal Cat Breed Caring for a Bengal Cat You are probably
familiar with the different needs of various breeds of dogs. For example, Labs need to run, Terriers are
excitable and like to bark and dig, Beagles tend to howl and may be neurotic. Now, apply that thinking to
various breeds of cats. Granted, there is not quite as pronounced a difference among domestic cat breeds. Yet,
with a cat as unique as a Bengal, you will want to consider the following tips when integrating them into your
home: Bengals need plenty of exercise, but its not necessarily safe to let them roam free outdoors. Fortunately,
they walk well on a leash and harness. As you would with a dog, walk your Bengal cat for minutes morning
and night. Consider the high activity level and intelligence of a Bengal cat, and purchase interactive toys, such
as a laser light. Engage the cat with water. Bengals love to get into sinks, showers and tubs. Train your Bengal
cat either by yourself, or with professional instruction. This will also help meet their activity and intelligence
needs A Bengal cat does not need special food, grooming or veterinary care. In fact, experts say that they are
generally healthier than other domestic cats and are not susceptible to feline leukemia Adorable Bengal kittens
Source Would you Own a Bengal Cat? Yes - this breed looks amazing! It is not meant to substitute for
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diagnosis, prognosis, treatment, prescription, or formal and individualized advice from a veterinary medical
professional. Animals exhibiting signs and symptoms of distress should be seen by a veterinarian immediately.
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I cannot remember for the life of me where I found these images within the twisting nether of cyberspace. If
you recognize where any of them are from, or if it is your image, please let me know and I will properly cite!
Kitten pictures are original and property of Bengal Royalty. The goal of each subsequent breeding is to
perpetuate desirable traits as much as possible, such as a horizontally aligned pattern whether Spotted or
Marbled , smaller ears, thicker tails with black tips, solid bone structure, egg-shaped heads, black paw pads,
black noses where possible, tri-colored patterns whether Spotted or Marbled , golden glitter in browns, strong
contrast, beautiful personalities, and gentle temperaments. A Tabby is not a Breed in itself, rather it is a coat
style that all cats carry. Where they really begin to differ is whether that tabby pattern is ticked, striped,
mackerel, etc. The Basic patterns shown in the picture above are examples what you would find in a regular
cat. Bengals are essentially "super-tabbies," in a class all their own. They are completely different, and not in
any way "regular. The Rosetted type has a fill color in each spot, and when it is a tri-color, it is exceptionally
kick-a.. Rosettes often carry over into the tail, as shown in the image above. The Oceloid pattern is very
reminiscent of the Asian Leopard Cat, and are also known as "arrowhead" markings. They can be very bold in
contrast, and are absolutely gorgeous. Note the horizontal alignment. There are several different styles of
Marbling that can be seen. You can also have a more closed pattern, or a Sheet Marble. The way the Sokoke is
pictured below is very beautiful, too, but prefer a more horizontal tendency. Back to Top The cats shown to
the left are both examples of regular cats showing the Mackerel and the Classic patterns. The Mackerel is not a
desirable pattern style within the Bengal breed, and Bengal kittens presenting a strong influence of this are
going to be less expensive. Within the Toyger world, this may be more desirable! It depends on what you are
looking for. The Classic pattern still has features in common with the Mackerel tabby, but is a step closer to
what we aim for. Note the bulls-eye influence on the sides. We see here definite swirls around the shoulders,
and the markings on the head are more intricate than on the Mackerel. The patterns on both tabbies pictured
are both symmetrical. We do not breed classic tabbies - we only breed Bengals. These are all regular tabbies,
not Bengals. The wildcats below are Cheetahs. The one on the right is a King Cheetah. Note the distinct
horizontal alignment on both cats. Bengals can have "chaining" rosettes along their spines that is reminiscent
of the bold stripes on this King Cheetah. Note the darker color within her rosettes, black tail tip, bold and
excellent contrast, very light almost white fur around her muzzle, and underneath belly as well. This was her at
6 months of age. Note the golden eyes and the golden glitter throughout her pelt. The largest out of all his
siblings and with a very sweet personality, he is truly a stunning kitty. Her pattern has bold, excellent contrast,
and a beautiful cool brown color. She is a little replica of her mother, Queen Aurora. Kittens that have a closed
pattern such as this are known as Sheet Marbles, and their patterns open up as they mature. As with a spotted
Bengal, the tail tip, and paw pads must be black, and the belly must be patterned. Pattern will be asymmetrical
random, different on each side using the spine as the axis , which is a very distinct feature of the Bengal.
Prince Sven at 1 Week of Age Pattern is very faint, if at all visible. I nicknamed him Light Butt until I decided
on his real name. By now, contrast has improved drastically, with dark borders appearing around lighter spots
and background colors. Prince Sven at 9 Weeks of Age Is this the same cat? Prince Sven at 11 Weeks of Age.
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Contact Author The Bengal cat is still considered a relatively new breed of domestic cat. Many have heard of
the breed and are curious regarding its characteristics and breeding, especially because Bengal cats are not
cheap cats to buy. Indeed, you can pay thousands of pounds for a Bengalâ€”and before you part with your
money, you are best advised to know what it is you are paying for. Nor is it a leopardâ€”mini or otherwise.
Granted, it is a very exotic-looking one, but it is not a miniature wild cat. Every year, people buy Bengals then
abandon them or turn them in at animal shelters. And usually because they buy one for all the wrong reasons.
They are predatory and territorial. Questionable Breeders After careful and selective breeding, the beautiful
Bengal cat is the result. There is a lot of Bengal cat information available on the Internet. A lot of it is honest,
just as much is spurious rubbish that serves only to do a couple of things: Increase sales of the breed by
questionable breeders. Cloud the waters as to the breed profile and characteristics. I dislike finding
information that promotes Bengals for the wrong reasons. Whenever you see a Bengal advertised for sale as a
miniature tiger or leopard, walk away. The information you will read here is factual and realistic. Bengal cats
are, for the main, very happy members of the feline family. They are notoriously playful and love nothing
better than to pass their time amusing themselves. And rarely came home without a fish. Personality Bengal
Cats are known for their stunning coats, known as pelts due to their silky feel and glittery touch. The Bengal
cat personality also involves incredible acrobatics and nefarious predation. Any Bengal is talkative at best and
most develop a way of communicating their needs to their owners via a range of cat calls and meowing. They
also like to follow their owners around, greet them at the door and will even go for a walk with you if allowed.
I remain of the opinion that Bengals are more like dogs than their fellow feline cousins. Before You Buy If
you want to buy a Bengal cat, a little information will come in handy prior to purchasing one. All Bengal
kittens should be feeding well on solids and litter trained. Further, all reputable breeders will ensure that their
kittens are vaccinated, wormed, and temporarily insured. Personally, as a Bengal cat owner of some years, I
have no problem recommending anyone to think about Bengals as a future pet. But â€” do your homework
first. Further Reading Books are the most reputable source for information about Bengal cats. Here are a few
of the best to check out:
Chapter 5 : Exchanging A Leopard Cat For A Prince: Famous Trials By Lord Bao by Hu Ben
3. Exchanging a leopard cat for a prince: famous trials conducted by Lord Bao: 3.

Chapter 6 : Bengal Cat Breed Information
Exchanging a leopard cat for a prince: famous trials The leopard cat (Prionailurus bengalensis) is a small wild cat native
to continental South, Southeast and East Asia. Since it has been listed as Least Concern on the IUCN Red List as it is
widely distributed although threatened by habitat loss and hunting in parts of its range.
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DOWNLOAD EXCHANGING A LEOPARD CAT FOR A PRINCE FAMOUS TRIALS BY LORD BAO exchanging a
leopard cat pdf ANNE OF WINDY POPLARS by L. M. MONTGOMERY THE FIRST YEAR 1 (Letter from Anne Shirley.

Chapter 8 : Bengal Cat Names - Cute, Cool, Popular & Exotic Names for Bengal Cats
Hu Ben is the author of Exchanging A Leopard Cat For A Prince ( avg rating, 4 ratings, 2 reviews, published ).
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Buy Exchanging a Leopard Cat for a Prince: Famous Trials by Lord Bao by Hu Ben () by (ISBN:) from Amazon's Book
Store. Everyday low prices and free delivery on eligible orders.
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